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AM ITALIAN 
MAY 2010 SESSION 

EXAMINERS’ REPORT 
 
Distribution of Grades: 2010 
 
Grade: A B C D E F Absent Total 
Amount: 22 39 69 35 28 53 10 256 
Percentage:  8.59 15.23 26.95 13.67 10.94 20.70 3.91 100.00 
 
 
General Performance 
 

 May 2008 % May 2009 % May 2010 % 
Candidates 245 100 289 100 256 100 
Grades A-E 178   72.7 218 75.4 193 75.4 
Grades A-C 118   48.2 146 50.5 130 50.8 
Failed   58   23.7   56 19.4 53 20.7 
Grade A   18   07.3   24   8.3   22 8.6 
Grade B   31   12.7   38 13.1 39 15.2 
Grade C   69   28.2   84 29.1 69 27.0 
Grade D   35   14.3   42 14.5   35 13.7 
Grade E   25   10.2   30 10.4   28 11.0 
absent     9   03.7   15   5.2   10 2.6 

 
 
After the encouraging increase in the number of candidates registered last year, 289 (44 more 
students than 2008), this year there was a drop of 33 candidates. Percentages in grades were 
more or less equal, with a slightly better performance at grade B compared to last year. This 
compensates for the loss of two points at grade C, however, the Examiners repeat that, this year 
too, they consider the number of Failures and Grades D and E to be too high, considering that the 
candidates have had the opportunity of studying Italian for two whole years.  
 
The highest mark obtained by one candidate was 175.5 out of the maximum 200. Three 
candidates obtained 170 and over, two 160 and over, eight 150 and over, and twelve got 140 
marks and over. The examiners hope that the total number of 12 candidates obtaining over 140 
marks will be improved in future. The average mark for the 256 candidates was 100.17, which is 
just above 50%. A better performance is expected from candidates studying only two subjects at 
Advanced Level for two years. 
 
The different sections of the examination 
 
Paper section average maximum 
I Oral   10.01 15 
 Listening Précis     7.92 15 
II Essay   17.67 40 
 Lang Exercises   11.63 20 
III Wr Comprehension   13.94 25 
 Written Précis   13.83 25 
IV Cultura     8.57 20 
 Antologia     8.47 20 
 Romanzo   10.14 20 
TOTAL  102.18 200 
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Paper I: Oral and Listening Précis  
 
In Paper I, as usual, candidates obtained a higher average in the Oral part than in the Listening 
Précis which had replaced the Listening Comprehension. The reason seems to be that writing a 
précis without having a printed copy of the text presents more strategic difficulties to the 
candidate than answering straightforward questions testing comprehension. Last year’s appeal to 
teachers to submit their views about this matter, so that suggestions could be considered by the 
Syllabus Board, remained unheeded. The examiners extend this invitation also this year.  
Teachers can submit their views by using the online directory of the MATSEC Support Unit on 
matsec@um.edu.mt 
 
Paper II: Essay and Language Exercises  
 
With a maximum offer of 40 marks the Essay  is doubtlessly the most important part of the 
examination. It is also the most revealing about the candidate’s competence in the language and 
deserves to be taken very seriously. The average mark for this year remained below half the 
points available (17.67 out of max 40) and showed no improvement. Only 93 candidates (36.3%) 
obtained 20 marks and over, of which only 55 scored 25 points and over (21.5%). This shows that 
candidates showing a good competence in the language are about one fourth of the total. 
 
Topics chosen in order of preference were: first, topic 3 (la moda) with 171 candidates; second, 
topic 2 (progetto detenuti) 28; third, topic 4 (aree verdi) 23; fourth, topic 1 (genitori e figli in tv) 20; 
fifth topic 5, (licei che premiano) 1 candidate. One candidate did not attempt the essay. Despite 
their being on the verge of maturity (18-19 years old), the overwhelming preference for the topic 
on fashion proves that they prefer light topics. Few candidates discuss interesting ideas, 
betraying an alarming lack of information and/or little confidence in their own linguistic 
competence. Evidently, they watch little Italian TV and do absolutely no reading in Italian. 
Candidates are to acknowledge that Italian is not simply a school subject; it is useful in their life 
for entertainment, for tourism (Italy is the top destination for Maltese tourists) and work (Italy is 
ranked number one for imports). The wide availability of the language in the home (through 
television and radio), the popularity of Italian football, pop songs and magazines, and its having 
been an official language in Malta for 500 years must be acknowledged. Students should be 
aware that it is considered an “easy” language in Malta because almost 60% of Maltese words 
are of Italian origin, but the fact that it is easy to understand must not breed overconfidence. An 
effort has to be made to write it well and avoid differences in usage. Formal acquisition is 
enhanced by the language being “lived” through all available exposure outside the classroom, 
through TV, radio, magazines, books and the newspapers on the internet.  
 
To write a good essay one needs to arrange one’s ideas according to a plan. Only about 5% did 
so. Repetition of the title and key words show that candidates find it difficult to express 
themselves.  Some also lack vocabulary and fluency. Thankfully, this seems to be on the 
downward trend, together with the overloading of the text with sayings and expressions. However 
most of the remarks and suggestions we made last year are still valid, and are here repeated with 
added examples: 
 
Spelling:   As usual, missing accents (perche, cosi) and inexistent accents (anchè, sù) are 
common. Too many candidates confuse a and ha, ho and o; e and è, and write per qui for per cui. 
Haphazard use is made of apostrophes with articles, especially with the “preposizioni articolate”: 
‘l loro aspetto, l’carattere, il’ fatto, il’discorso, i uomini, un’altro, un altra, gl’altri dell uomo, del 
economia. Some tend to write puLtroppo, caLcere and caLcerati; tecHnologia. Adjectives of 
nationality must not be written with a capital letter. Practically no one knew that oggigiorno is one 
word. Frequent use of cosa is vague and betrays poor vocabulary. Joined prepositions like: 
accausa, apparte, apposto, approposito, avvolte, show that one’s exposure to the spoken word is 
stronger than that to written texts. 
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Vocabulary:   Our students learn three languages and therefore teachers must be extra careful 
to control interference. Affacciare is still a stumbling block. Bisognosi does not mean necessari. 
Media is a masculine and plural noun; hence not la or alla media (this means ‘at secondary 
school’). And, of course, problema, which to 90% of the candidates seems to be feminine (as in 
Maltese) is actually masculine in Italian. Use of famoso/i the Maltese way, i famosi sms, should 
be discouraged. Few candidates know the difference between Dall’altra parte and D’altra parte.   
 
Grammar:   Can an Advanced Level certificate be awarded to candidates who don’t use the 
articles correctly? Wrong use of the article with very common words like il uomo and i uomini is 
still widespread, as is erratic agreement between the adjective and the noun: questi situazioni, 
varie motivi. The order of the adjective and the noun is often wrong. Negative transfer from 
Maltese or from English: parlare su, Tutto che vogliamo; Maggioranza and gente are singular 
nouns; use of the Gerund instead of the infinitive (fumando fa male). The use of the continuous 
sto scrivendo, stanno parlando instead of the simple present tense shows the influence of 
English. 
 
Very, very few candidates use the infinitive instead of a conjugated verb to make the sentence 
lighter and smoother. The che polivalente is being widely abused, while dove is being promoted 
to the status of a multi-function adverb of place, time, purpose, and so on. Changing of subject in 
the same sentence without modifying the verb accordingly is rife. Many do not really pay enough 
attention to who or what is the subject of the verb; many verbs are either ambiguous or have no 
subject. 
 
Sentence structure:  Some candidates still have to discover the pronouns; they keep repeating 
the same nouns, sentence after sentence, and have no idea of cohesive devices.  
Some attempt a longer sentence and lose track of the noun the verb is referring to. Many keep 
repeating the same conjunctions; if it is not e it is perché or quindi or allora or così five or six 
times in two pages.   
 
Some tips for obtaining better grades: Though every candidate did write in paragraphs and 
attempted an introduction and a conclusion (the weak ones producing just a rehash of the essay 
title), in many cases the link between one paragraph and the next was not smooth. Phrases like 
Come ho già detto prima, and come ho spiegato di sopra / precedentemente can be 
inappropriate; the writing task is not an article or a report; nor a speech. Similarly the overuse of 
the same conjunction: perché, siccome, quindi, allora, così, indicates limited resources. 
 
Two very serious failings must be prevented: a number of students wrote less, even much less, 
than 450 words and were duly penalised; many candidates did not bother to re-read their work in 
order to mend errors. Precious points are lost in this way. 
These warnings against a few other pitfalls should be useful: adattata for adatta; affettuare or 
esperienzare, relatato and evaluato are all inexistent; imagine for immagine; interesso for 
interesse; la media for i media (è maschile); non fa senso (for non ha senso); ognuno (many write 
ogni uno or ogniuno;  pò for po’ ; propio for proprio; spengono for spendono; tutto che vuole for 
tutto ciòche or tutto quello che. 
 
The Language Exercises   
These exercises offer 20 points and their aim is to ensure that students concentrate on grammar 
rules and idiom. The examiners expect candidates to obtain higher marks for these exercises: 
this year’s performance, with an average mark of 11.63 out of 20 barely surpasses half the 
available marks. 
 
Paper III:      Written Comprehension and Written P récis 
The averages for both these skills are just above the half-way mark, with the customary slightly 
better performance in the Comprehension than in the Précis. The above remarks concerning the 
essay should be kept in mind by candidates when answering comprehension questions, 
especially the recommendation to read more regularly, and when writing the summary of a 
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passage. Of course different skills are involved. The comprehension requires a careful reading of 
the questions and then writing only about the information asked for. The précis requires 
recognition of the main points and their careful integration into a personal composition.  
 
This year very few candidates knew in which section (rubrica) the passage could be inserted. 
Many gave the impression that they do not read the questions with care. For question number 3, 
when asked to give the “false” news item, some gave the “true” one instead. The fact that when 
answering question 10, very few wrote down three verb forms in the conditional and three in the 
passato remoto is very serious. In answering question 11, too many candidates found difficulty. 
It’s as if they expect “cut and paste” answers, and hesitate when asked to give their own opinion 
or comment. Some ignored the fact that they were expected to insert their comment in a blog on 
internet.  
 
In the summary, many candidates failed to mention the usefulness or otherwise of historical truth. 
A grave misconception seems to persist: that when writing answers to the comprehension, one 
can write carelessly: this is not so; one either knows how to write, or one doesn’t, and in a written 
exam everything has to be written with care, according to the rules of spelling and grammar. 
 
 
Paper IV     Europa/Italia, Antologia, Set Novels 
  
Section A:  Unfortunately, it is evident from the vast majority of the answers given, that students 
do not take the Europa/Italia  section seriously. Can the lack of motivation on the students’ part to 
study Italian culture (which should, in theory, be the most interesting aspect of the syllabus) be 
attributed to the textbook used? Teachers are requested to send feedback on this point. 
 
Students had to choose between either an essay question on Pianura Padana or a series of short 
questions on Le vocazioni produttive italiane. In both cases most answers left much to be 
desired. On Pianura Padana a surprisingly high number of candidates failed to tackle the 
question and simply wrote fragmented paragraphs on aspects that have nothing to do with the 
topic in question. Some even said that the Pianura Padana is in the South of the Italian Peninsula 
and spoke about the mafia and camorra instead. A good number did not even know the names of 
the “citta` padane”. The same goes for those who opted for the short answers. Many simply 
invented answers or refrained from trying to answer some of the questions asked. For example in 
question (ii) many failed to explain the term ‘privatizzazione’; in question (iv) many either gave 
just one reason or simply wrote about Italian agricultural products; answers to questions (i) and 
(vi) were generally correct, whereas very few answered questions (vii) and (viii) correctly, 
probably because they were more demanding. Here, too, most students showed imperfect 
competence in the Italian language, and committed serious spelling and grammatical errors.        
       
Section B:   Candidates were required to respond to questions on two texts: a poem by Carducci 
and an extract from Goldoni’s Locandiera. In the case of Carducci’s San Martino, candidates 
responded in a satisfactory manner to questions on the general themes treated in the poem. 
However, they were often unable to go deeper and encountered problems when asked about the 
type of verse used and other metric patterns. Questions were often answered rather superficially 
and most candidates were unable to explain the concepts expressed in the poem. Furthermore, a 
number of candidates were unable to comment on another poem written by the same author.  
 
As to Goldoni’s Locandiera, the main negative feature was the inability of most candidates to 
place this play in its historical and social context. Again, most candidates were capable of 
answering correctly questions posed directly on the text but were then unable to go beyond. We 
therefore recommend that candidates should contextualise the texts studied in the Anthology. 
Content apart, many candidates lost marks because of numerous grammatical errors. They must 
be made aware that answers to literary questions should be as carefully written as the general 
essay. 
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Section C  in Paper IV seems to be the candidates’ favourite, because they always do well: the 
average mark was 10.14, compared to 8.57 and 8.47 for Cultura and Antologia, respectively. 
However, a few mixed up Sironi’s film with Camilleri’s novel, but, on the whole, answers to 
questions on Camilleri and Sciascia were correct and detailed. 
 
Suggestions: 
The main reason for the examiners’ dissatisfaction, overall, is the high number of elementary 
errors in spelling (missing accents, ce/ci – che/chi) and grammar (especially the use of the article, 
conjugation of verbs and agreement between adjectives and nouns). 
The Examiners expect that most students aspiring to a certificate in Italian at Advanced Level 
must be aware  that elementary errors should be avoided at all costs. A good knowledge of the 
set texts is important but it is often ruined by an imperfect knowledge of, or a careless attitude to, 
the basic rules of grammar.  
 
 
Chairman, 
Board of Examiners 
 
September 2010       


